In this on-campus community, you'll **GRADUATE WITH** the connections, real-world experience, and skill set to turn your ideas into a reality at a startup of your own or as a changemaker inside an established business.

Imagine what you will do next.
“The **LAVIN ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM** was one of the highlights of my undergraduate experience. Being a part of this community inspired me to imagine how our society could change and how I could put **MY OWN IDEAS** into action.”

Claire “CG” Gupta  
B.A. Law, Societies and Justice ‘21

**THE LAVIN PROGRAM** is a 3-4 year co-curricular undergraduate program

**ENTREPRENEUR’S TOOLKIT CLASS** is a 2-credit course exclusive to Lavin students focused on idea generation and business creation

**MATCHING FUNDS** to intern at a startup or work on your own

**PITCH YOUR STARTUP IDEAS** for up to $1,500 from the Lavin Seed Fund

**ANNUAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:**

- Group lunches with entrepreneurs, angel investors, and venture capitalists
- Field trips to venture capital firms, law firms, startups, and innovation labs
- Lavin Overnight Retreat, BBQ, and Gala
- Pitch competitions, entrepreneurship crash courses, and more!

The Lavin Entrepreneurship Program is competitive  
Only freshman or sophomore students will be considered for application

Learn more at lavin.washington.edu